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The soldier stands apart from the other mourners, his back pressed 
against an ancient maple. Despite the pseudo-camouflage of his 
position, it’s impossible to blend in, his bronzed face and uniform as 
revealing as the angry scar tattooed down his cheek. He feels eyes on 
him, and the hairs on his arms prickle a warning over those that linger. 
Stateside, he knows he’s only a target of curiosity, but his palms are 
damp as he worries the dog tag in his left pocket. 

The soldier holds his breath, listening to the rapid fire of his 
heartbeat and fighting the urge to run. Logically, he knows he’s safe—
safe from mortar attacks, from IEDs, from suicide bombers—but he 
doesn’t feel safe. He feels alone. He reaches for the comfort of his rifle 
but comes up empty. 

Relax, he tells himself. No one wants to hurt you. 
He snorts, darting a glance at the black dress near the flag-draped 

casket, at the young man next to her who doesn’t bother to hide his 
animosity. The soldier wonders if it’s personal, or if the slick-looking 
frat boy hates anything military. Earlier, he overheard him talking trash 
to his buddies about the war. The soldier’s fist clenches at the memory. 
He should have said something. He doesn’t know what, but he should 
have said something rather than pretend what they’d done wasn’t worth 
defending. 

A flash of movement swivels his head to the right. Downrange, he 
spots a pair of adolescents making out against a rusty Thunderbird. 
Bathed in sunlight and budding hormones, they’re oblivious to their 
surroundings—the shadows huddled under the tree, the dead man in the 
coffin, the broken family who mercifully has no visual of what broken 
truly means. On all sides they weep, all softly weeping, except for him. 
Soldiers don’t cry.  

He concentrates on the teens until a safer emotion stirs to life. It 
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isn’t the lust he half-expects. It’s a weary disconnect as if the young 
lovers are fresh-cut flowers mislaid on his rock-hewn tomb.  

Stop it. You’re home. Everything’s fine. 
Only it’s not. Sweat drenches his shirt despite a chilly breeze. He 

feels naked without his weapon or his squad. Last week, he was part of 
a well-equipped, highly trained unit focused on a shared mission. 
Today, he’s surrounded by strangers. Here, he’s no one’s friend and no 
one’s brother. Here, no one will die to protect him. 

For the first time in three years, he’s unarmed and surrounded by 
a host of unfamiliar threats. His chest tightens.  

Man up. What’s wrong with you? 
She’s what’s wrong. When she looks at him at all, her expression 

mirrors his grief, torturing him with the regrets swimming in her eyes. 
Although they’re both drowning in the undertow of unfinished stories, 
she has an arm to cling to. He has only the slippery debris of memories 
as her disappointment swirls around him.  

You let him down. You let us all down … 
Irritation oozes onto the waves of his despair. As if he could 

forget. 
He startles and snaps to attention when the honor guard’s flag 

cracks in a sudden gust of wind. He steels himself as they present arms 
but his salute trembles, and he cringes as the first rifle volley thunders 
across the cemetery. His knees are quaking by the time they finish, and 
the bugler sounds the eerie call of “Taps” into the sun-dappled sky. 
Each note lingers, lamenting centuries of loss, demanding penance, but 
the universe stays silent as the echoes drift across the hillside, snag on 
jagged tree limbs and burst, leaving the haunting residue to settle over 
the still-frosted lawn. 

The landscape blurs, and his hand moves to clear his vision. Her 
head turns and she stares. Is it his imagination or do her eyes plead? He 
takes a step before a tug on his sleeve stops him. He peers down at the 
owner, a cousin who once considered him family but who has 
apparently closed ranks with the others, relegating him to a post on the 
perimeter as if he isn’t acutely aware of the importance of blood. 

“Don’t,” the cousin rasps. “Not now.”` 
The soldier nods, recognizing the not-so-subtle consensus rippling 

through the group. It should be you in the box.  
He focuses on the rapid flutter of his lashes and the blister on his 

right heel, trying to ignore the way the smooth red scar burns his cheek 
like the skin, stretched too tight, might burst apart at any moment, 
spewing the foreign fragments left inside to fester. The thought 
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unnerves him. Is it the war? Or has madness always lurked below his 
surface, patiently awaiting the right trigger?  

She averts her gaze as if disgusted by the chaos jumbling his 
thoughts. He wants to scream that it wasn’t his fault—not the war, not 
the IED, not the way he looks now or the way she looks back—but he’s 
tired of pretending.  

His leg aches, so he fishes the oxycodone from his jacket and tries 
to remember when he took his last dose. Unsure, he returns the bottle to 
his pocket, mindful of the Army’s warnings about addiction. His 
fingertips meet metal, and he toys with the loose tag that he’s carried 
since the explosion. It wasn’t SOP—dog tags stay behind to ID the 
remains—but he hadn’t been thinking clearly at the time. Deafened and 
disoriented by the blast, for a minute he thought he was dead, having an 
out-of-body experience as he gazed down at the carnage, too stunned to 
cry, too empty to scream.  

Lost in thought, his thumb caresses the name embossed on the 
thin metal, feels the sand’s gritty but pointless attempt to cover the 
blood like a scab over an ulcerous sore. A car door slams, and a child’s 
voice erupts in laughter, yanking him from past horrors, depositing him 
in new. 

He’s alone by the grave. Below, vehicles spring to life and stream 
from the cemetery like ants. He sees her by the black limo, her face 
down, her shoulders heaving as the frat boy steers her into the back and 
climbs in beside her. The guy’s onyx cuff links flash in the sunlight as 
he shuts the door, and the tinted windows seal her inside. 

It should have been me. 
The soldier watches at parade rest as the hearse creeps out the 

drive, turns east, and disappears down the highway. Still, he stands, 
forsaken on the hill, anchored as if the maple’s sprawling roots have 
grafted him to the spot. The dank smell of overturned earth contends 
with the aroma of lilies wafting from a memorial wreath to his left. 
Torn, he wonders if there is life after death or simply hell until a flutter 
of chickadees overhead breaks the deadlock.  

He opens his palm, releasing the tag to the bottom of his pocket, 
and strides toward his car. Behind him, a metallic whine signals the 
casket—its contents—are lowering into the ground. A sob shudders 
through him and he surrenders to the tears. Half-blinded, he stumbles 
over the uneven terrain, each step carrying him farther from whom he 
thinks he is, what he trusts, deeper into uncharted territory, until all he 
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can hear is his pulse hammer a final order in his ears. 
Never forget. Never … 
By the time he spills into the borrowed Skylark, the thud in his 

chest is chanting a familiar cadence, and he would give anything to be 
back in the desert where he knew what to do. He leans his forehead 
against the steering wheel, hoping he’s having a heart attack, afraid he 
might be sick. His attention must have wandered at a key moment 
during the Army’s debriefing. He might be out of Iraq, but he’s not 
done fighting the war on terror.  

The battlefield has simply retrenched inside his head. 
 

 
 


